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Meet the bestselling author of Bird Box Josh Malerman

Presented with Pages Bookshop and the Southwest Detroit Business Association
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In the wake of an unknown global terror, a mother must find the strength to flee with

her children down a treacherous river in search of  safety.  Due to unseen deadly

forces,  the  perilous  journey  must  be  made  blindly.  Directed  by  Emmy  winner

Susanne Bier, Bird Box is a thriller starring Academy Award winner Sandra Bullock,

John Malkovich, Sarah Paulson, and Trevante Rhodes.

Josh Malerman is the New York Times Bestselling author of Bird Box, Unbury Carol,

Inspection, and more. He’s also one of two singer/songwriters for the rock band the

High Strung, whose song “The Luck You Got” can be heard as the theme song for

Showtime’s “Shameless.” He lives in Michigan with his artist fiancée Allison Laakko.

Doors: 1:00 PM

Organ Overture: 1:30 PM

Showtime: 2:00 PM

Q + A with Josh Malerman: 4:30 pm

Book Signing: 5:30 pm

Tickets: General Admission + Bird Box novel: $25 - admission to the screening, a
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General  Admission:  $10 -  admission  and signing  with  Josh  Malerman (book  not

included)

Second showing at 8:00 PM - second showing only tickets - $5

COMING SOON

Saturday,  February  23rd  @  8:00

PM

West Side Story (1961)  winner  of

10  Academy  awards  including

Best Picture

West Side Story is  the award-
winning  adaptation  of  the
classic  romantic  tragedy,
"Romeo and Juliet". The feuding
families  become  two  warring

Saturday, March 9th @ 8:00 PM

Stagecoach  (1939)  -  80th

Anniversary Screening

Director  John  Ford's  breakout
western film follows 9 strangers
traveling  through  dangerous
territory.  The  films  iconic

T ICKETS
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Rican Sharks, led by Bernardo.
Their  hatred  escalates  to  a
point where neither can coexist
with any form of understanding.
But when Riff's best friend (and
former Jet) Tony and Bernardo's
younger sister Maria meet at a
dance, no one can do anything
to stop their love.

Maria  and Tony begin  meeting
in secret, planning to run away.
Then the Sharks and Jets plan a
rumble  under  the  highway  -
whoever  wins  gains  control  of
the streets. Maria sends Tony to
stop  it,  hoping  it  can  end  the
violence. It goes terribly wrong,
and  before  the  lovers  know
what's  happened,  tragedy
strikes  and  doesn't  stop  until
the climactic and heartbreaking
ending. The film ranks 41st on
the American Film Institutes top
movies, and stars Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn,
Rita  Moreno,  George  Chakiris.
Jerome  Robbins  and  Robert
Wise directed the film.

Doors: 7:00 pm
Organ Overture: 7:30pm
Showtime: 8:00 pm

Tickets: $5.00

fugitive Ringo Kid, and features
landscapes  from  California,
Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico;
the  most  famous  of  which  is
Monument  Valley.  The  mish-
mashed  group  of  individuals
includes Claire Trevor as Dallas,
an  outcast  prostitute,  Thomas
Mitchell as alcoholic Doc Boone,
mother-to-be  Lucy  Mallory,
played  by  Louise  Platt,  and
Donald  Meek  a  whiskey
salesman Samuel Peacock.

Drama runs high in this intense
western  filled  with  action  and
tension.  The  film  received
nominations  for  Best  Picture,
Director,  Cinematography,  and
Film Editing while winning Best
Music  Scoring,  and  Thomas
Mitchell earned Best Supporting
actor for the film. Orson Welles
prepped  for  Citizen  Kane  by
watching Stagecoach more than
40 times. The film is regarded
as  one  of  the  most  influential
and  important  western  movies
of  all  time.  Unfortunately  the
original  film  negatives  have
been  lost,  but  John  Wayne
retained a single positive print
which  had  never  been  used
which he permitted in 1970 to
be used to restore the film and
create a new negative.

Doors: 7:00 pm
Organ Overture: 7:30pm
Showtime: 8:00 pm

Tickets: $5.00
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T ICKETS

PARKING

Parking is available in our gated lot, on Gilbert, and Michigan Avenue.
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Click here to get more info on volunteering
regularly, and joining our non-profit

community theater!
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Hear the Mighty Wurlitzer Organ!

Copyright © 2019 The Senate Theater - DTOS, All rights reserved.
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